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TRADITIONAL HEALING PRACTICES AND HEALTH REFORMS IN 
NIGERLA I 

Owumi, Bernard. E. and Taiwo, Patricia A. (Jejome) 

Introduction 
Good health represents an ideal state towards which all human q&iet i~ styiive to 
achieve for their members. Tbis is borne out of the ancient rehtion_*t only healthy 
people em fulfilI heir various obligations to the society and in thc'process ensure 
survival and development (Isamah. 1996). Thus, remaining heaIQy. .is viwd to all 
people in d societies, but the ways of evaluating and treating the: problems of ill- 
health varies from one group to the other (Ow-, 1996). As a resulq each society or, 
more comprehensively, each culture, no matter its level of develoggmt evolves a 
health-care system best suited to its own peculiar circumstances and environment . 

It is is context that Nationat health policy stimulate; he &sire d 
expresses the collective will of the govemamts and people of the coyntry to provide a 
comprehmsive healthcare for the citizenry. The policy describes' thq goals, omrchlre, 
strategy and policy direction of the healthcare delivery system envisaged It &fines 
the roles and mpmsbilities of the three tiers of government as weU as those of non- 
govenunental actors. The Iwg-term goal of the health policy is to provide the entire 
population with adequate access not only to p r h q  health-care butpbo to secondary 
and tertiary senices tbrough a well functioning referral system 51)@ as this may 
appear, it stil l  remain to be examined whether the referral system, r e f w d  to captures 
the dtmative medicine available widin the Nigerian society and tJe interest of the , 

undersmtd population that abound m thc m d  arcas that are undqqved in tams of 
the Iocalization of western- oriented medicd system, 

Tn its World Report, 'WHO assessed the hhlth system of ,its 191 member 
states the report assessed and ranked co&es health systems in tams of their 
responsiveness, overall goal attainment, level of health expenditure, per 
capita, impact on health and overall performance. It is noteworhy that Nigeria scored 
near the bottom of the 191 countries for every one of these indicators (UMCEF/NPC, 
2001). The dismal pdonmme of Nigeria in spite of its human resources and 
inte11ectuaI capital in health, not to mention its natural resources compared with most 
other African c o h e s  is indeed a cause for concern The reason for this poor 
performance is not far from the fact that Nigeria is yet to adequately hamess all human 
resources including traditiom1 healers avaihble for it to improve the hedth of its 
citizen. 

Among the various etbnic p u p s  in Nigeria, different health-care 
professionals have evolved aside the westem health practitioners. The Yoruba referred 
to them as Ybabalawo"; the b u s a  called them '%aka", while the Igbo called them 
"dibia". Among these groups, different ' e w  in various aspects of healing had 
emerged. They included hehlkts, traditional birth attendants (TBAs), bonesetten, 
mditiona.1 psychiatrists and a host of others. Over time, these traditional health 
pmctitioners have crated lasting impressions in the minds of their indigenes. Those , 

who pctised their art were recogaized in their m d t y  as competent health-care 
providers (Maclean 1971, Erinosho and Ayorinde 1985 and Owumi 1989). They 
relied on vegetable, aaimal parts, mineral substahce and certain 0th dads 
(divinations, prayers, incantations, amng others] based on vdues 05 the community 
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regarding the physical, mental, and s o c q  webbeing an$ &c causes of disease and 
disability. i 

Even though reported estimates of .becks in thenpopulation are based on 
intuition rather than mxveys which assessed their n d G 1  sn-ength (Erinosho aqd 
Ayorinde, 19851, it is homer widely believed @h;ttcaditi~nal healers z$e 
preponderant in the population of developing camtries (&I&, 2006). According to 
Adenmwap (19691, close to 4% of the urban and qf #c nual populstiom w& 
traditional healers. In any case, it appears that thq .jwerzion copceming* 
p r e p o n h e  of these healers derives from data on' the. &lbtion of their servi#s 
when compared with those. of the westun practitioners. we her more, vadovs rePo& 
suggest that the way an illness is perceived in Nigeria and OJ&X parts ofmpicd Afri& 
is generally different h m  culture to culture and so k the ytilization of medical c@ 
choices or options (Maclew 197 1; Oh, 1984; Q m d ,  198$2005). 

Against this background, this paper seeks to e&qine the exrent to which 
health reforms thus far have addressed mditional medk$dkas a source of therapy, 
which sector has the reforms targeted? What are its goz+?.,And at what level is the 
reform aimed? The paper aIso attempis at revealling the s6tegies that have been put in 
phcc (if any) to facilitate the achievement of the envisagedt'&&. 

.L I 1 

\) 
Modernization theory u F+T # I  

Modembation theory emphasizes and apmows the tced,Itp@s weskm, capital$ t 
modernity, Modemtion seems to be easily de&& with reference to the concept d 
mdmity which simply refen to what is 'up-to-date' in, #;specific place at a given 
time. Generally, it will be an aspect. of w e s t ~ t i o ~ ~ , i s y o ~ v i n g  c h g e s  whi& 
c m b s t .  with the previous W t i o d  stability see* to Harrison (1988). 
Historically modemhiion is the process of change toTbI those social, economic, 
political systems that have developed in Westun E* and Northern Amerib 
o v a t i m  especially with reference to the lTrn and 19" cey$xy. Habert, Spencer, and 
Durkhcim sassed social and siruchwl differentiatidn as a,@uIt of which societibs 
become stmctmdy more complex. The point is that the p n e e s  in societies y$ 
cultures wil l  diminish as ind~~~triahtion brings about a. s q  JO !oh society. 

Ranison (1988), in nunmadzing the vieas;.of o k  theorists & 
mmhht ion  stated tha4 in m y  respects, modernity and m d i h  wers regardeddas 
a n t i t h w  People, values, institutions and societies were e h r  traditional or modern 
They could not be both, and when the two came together, there would be some kind of 
social disturb-. At the best, &re would be an uneasy symbiosis, probably fur a 
tempomy nature in which modern and traditional institutRM3 might m-eldst in a dml 
society. Zn more human terms, the groca would live dongside the chieg but not for 
long. 

The present h t i o n  encountered in the Nigerian society with regards to 
iditional and westem-health care system is m way different from the exphmtim of 
Harrison (1988). The existence of b d i t i o d  medicine in the curing and mainhume 
of i h e s d h d h  ciamot be overemphized especially before the advent of Westem 
medicine d even now. However, s h e  the keption'of Western healthcare system, 
the essence of tradidod medicine has been relegated to the background so that our 
historical and traditional values as regards maintenance of vth which we use to hold 
in high esteem has been overtaken by westem d u e s  of Mth maintenance dl in the 
name. of modemhtion Howver, attempts were mad? to westernize traditional 

- 4  T S t  
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medicine with the aim of improm their standard, knowledge and'*&. For instance, 
there was a time that eaditional birth attendant were given kits and -ticained to improve 
their hygiene. However this was not extended to all parts of the come,  and very few 
traditiona1 p&ctitioners enjoyed such opportunity. The tendency, af allowing both 
traditional and heaIth-care system to co-exist in the Nigerian compmity has amcted 
oppositions from same authorities and westm medical doctors psdting in some fom 
of social disturbance. This is because traditional medicine was xxot considered 
"rational", a term which is attributed to westernization by Max Weha. Hence, it seems 
that both traditional and western medicine in Nigeria can hardy qo-exist peacefully. 
Rather, western medicine which in this case is regarded as the "chief', is the do-t, 
recognized, h c e d  and highly supported health-care system in Nigeria. 

Health reform which is meant to transform and re-buil4 the system as the 
!em ''reformn depicts seem to be an abstract and a paper work ohly, Tn practice, the . 
authorities and western medical agentl; accord very little or @ recognition to. 
traditional mdicine despite the fact that it is widely used, a£For&ble and considered 
eficient by the members that patronize it (Maclean, 1971; Erinihp and Ayorinde, 
1985). Refom in the same light with modemizlation has to do' with hmsform 
something to be better than it used to be. However, rather than adewtely improving 
and transforming our own traditional medicine which has cont~&utgd immensely to 
healthcare maintenance in Nigeria, the authorities have relegated trgditional medicine 
to the background and indirectly htxicted it to an ''tindergromdn h of healthcare 
system so that there is very lit& or commitment on the part qf the government 
towards training and empoweriq- hditiod healers. Initially, past reforms like the 
reform of 1988 had recojgkd traditional medicine. However, the cumat reforms' like 
that of fhe 2004 never recognized or built upon the opinions of recognizing mditional 
medicine despite the fact that the it achwledged that coqmn@ies and health 
consumers are not mciently empowered to demand and advocate for their health 
rights. One begins to wonder whether we are retrogressing or progressing on our 
health reform system and in tum it9 impact on the healthcare of the popie. 

All over the globe, the existence of multiple sources of health care Ras never 
been in dispute, ifmthiq else, what obtains is the existence of a vaiidy of m e W  of 
management of ill-health (Giddens, 1996). Even in the isolated societies, traditional 
values and religious practices have created hearth-care choices. This has become more 
apparent in cdtares that were or are in contact with otber cultures as is the case with 
Nigeria and more importantly in the global world of today (Owumi, 2005). 
Unfortunately, the issue of choice has not been addressed to facilitate tbe appropriate 
use of the word "alternative medicine." Olrr westem bias is implicated ia our inability 
to properly &fme what alternative &cine @lies d l  recently. The picture that 
was created is su& Wf western medicine is the sole medicine a d  all other medicines 
are alternatives. 

Health-Care Policy and Reforms 
Health-care reforms typically attempt to improve the quality of hedth-care, decrease 
the cost of bealth-care, improve the access to health-care specialists, expand the array 
of the hedth-care providers for consumers to make their choices and broaden the 
population covered by private or public insurance. These goaIs .appear germane and 
sui~ble for a developing society iike Nigeria where the varying statdorientation of 



the referent man and Ihe 'form of available healh-k are crucial and thus the 
divergent opinion as to what constitute health or healthy s t a , ~ ~  

The underlying principles and value+ of the health; policy and reforms;+ 
the revised edition of the healthcan policyvand refom of r'= 05 inelude: 

rn the principle of social justice and equity and iK ideals of freedom aAd 
opportunity that have been amrmed in the 199g1 fipstitutioon of the Fe-1 
Republic of Nigeria. 
h o t h e r  principle is that of access rb quality$$ &ardable health c+ 
which is consi&red as a human right. 1 .: 

\'I:*!' 

A third principle is the fact that good health care d be assured k o u g h c ~ t  
effective interventions that are tGgeted at problems. ' ' F i e  
health is an integral part of overall 
and collahtion between the dswent health re1 
agencies and otha relevant institutions shall 
sensitive and resppnsive national 
mhtreaming a gmder 
programs." - 1 1  I t l  

The o d  health reform objective is to strengtheghe national health system 
such that it would be able to provide effective, eQcien5 quality* accessible +d 
affordable health services that will improve the health sta&'bf ~igerians through the 
achievement of the health-related Milltnnium develop me^$ . Wals I .  (MDGs). 

It was further included in the policy deckation t 3part from i d d  smtc ad 
g o v m n t a l  participation in contributing to Mix the $ty of health and life of the 
people. N i g e k  h e  the right to p d ~ i p a t e  individu& and collectively is the 
planning and implementation of their health can. Such, a&$hg to the policy, is not 
only their right, but also their solemn duty. A critical *lion of the above policy 
and reform reveals that it targets every Nigerian in all qq@cations vis-g-vis cbs, 
religious, gmgrapbical location, education residence, stat@,. ps well as gender, w h  
so that the issues of equity, aafordability, F v i d u d  *$bn and pdcipatiun w v  
directly and indirectly considered a right This, therefor< ,jbp~ies that all forms of 
health- care which are considered useful, efficient and doidable can be adequately 
p a t r e d  based on individual's discretion and decisions. hdividds thus have rights 
to alteraative halth care system. However, the policy in actual practice has not 
achieved these over the years as most of these goals seem neglected when it corms to 
implementing them. 

9" , 
Essence of traditionaVa1ternatfve medicine 
Basically, the term alternative implies where there are two or more things performing 
the same function. Either of which is an alternative to ?he o k .  Put differently and in 
an m~polo&aI sense, an item is altemative where the adoption of a new 
imsovatim does not extermbte the original practice or p h p o ~ e n o n  (Oke 1984), In 
which case, the innovation is the alternative to the &ts. Before the advent of 
westetn medicine, Maclean (1971) observed hat there was no question of choice of 
M t h  care and thus it was the incursion of westem d c i n e  into our society that 
made the question of choice available. Thus it could ba~said that western medicine 
should in fact be tagged alternative medicine or being dkmative to haditional 
medicine because traditional medicine predates westem medicine indigenous and h e  
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I '  . 
fact that the adoption of western medicine did not evolve a habit where h d i t i o d  
medicine is abandoned (Oke, 1984) neither was it under serioG,;threat for change 
(Maclean, 1971). An ~ d e r s t a d h g  of this fact is inwitable far the groper appreciation 
of traditional qedicine to enable us undemand the need to Pi~&te and develaJl 
h d i t i o d  medicine. I *- 

Health and healthy living is generally viewed from d e r ~ n t  perspectives 
hcluding the biological perspective which stresses or relics w the estabIishment of a 
foreign M y  (disease). In order to return the individual to a state af good health, the 
health professionaI must therefore understand the n o d  functioning of body to be 
able to e-te this foreign body (Allias, 1995; Popenoe, Cuxqbgham and BouIt, 
1998). There is ako the supernatural conception to health, which bcludes the belief 
that there are some supemtml forces which are, powem, invincible and 
incomprehensible to man that can inflict some hann or cause* some lrinds of 
misfortunes to him .r 

' J -  
Lambo (1 961 ) observed that indigenous African culture has   not yet accepted 

Eur~pean methods of treatment in their presm forms, and ow pedple seek medical 
care with a considerable degree of ambivalence (reminiscent of infan& ambivalence), 
but paradoxically with such a degree of dependence and oftw *air of resignation, 
that increases both tbe effectiveness and &culties of the physiciaq p the point where 
he can earn undue credit or undue blame. This assertion which bigaid m be made 
several years ago k stil l  valid for tropical f i c a  today. 

Traditional system of health-care, according to Isamah $/96), is still quite 
and relatively efficient for its diions of patrons for centuries, h e w  its persistence to 
the present in large parts of the world. Mthough, each cult& evolved its own' 
concepts of physical health and illness, much of what is now recognized as medicine 
derives from development in western society over the past two to, three centuries 
(Giddens, 1989) from where ir spread to almost all parts of ,@ world. The 
consequence of tbis in Nigeria today as it is in other sub-Saharan -can countries is 
that the modem medical system has been considered more do-! in the durslism of 
healthcare system that exists. This is probably because modern health-care system is 
morc adequately financed and supported: Despite the above fact, hamah (1996) still 
concluded that modern medicine has not been enhanced in terms of efficiency because 
of the bureaucratic nature of Nigerian hospitals. Tbis is hardly experienced in the 

I I 

traditional healthcare system 
Treurnicht (2000) explained that indigenous knowledge system was not 

gcanted their rightful place m the development debate. This he stated was due to the 
fact that not until fairly recently, various scientists refused to realizeae limi~ations of 
western medicine as it is not possible for western science to provide us with a 
universally applicable &work for al l  societies. He thus 'sllggested that all 
knowledge systems should be mobilized to address the existing and future challenges 
in society. Such combination of howledge was therefore very necessary especially 
with regards to maintenance of heaIth. 

The observation above, together with indigemus beliefs 'made fraditioaaI 
d c i n e  not only persistent but- also complementary and a major source of health care ' 
ia our society. Added to rhe preceding is the fact that several studies have proven that 
traditional medicine enjoys high patronage (Erhosho & Ayorhd~, 1985; 0- 
1989,2005). The. high patronage that traditional medicine enjoys from the populatim 



is an indication of its influence on the health care delivety? ,Jt has been acclaimed pt 
70% uf the Nigerian population and, by extension, Africags utilize the services of 
traditional medicine (Owumi 2005). This is @ite aignikant $hen we consider the fact 
that the fiontier of western health care in our society is m y  limited, and, so, tfie 
undersewed in the society are catered for by &is health caq (traditional health cqe) ,in 
our society. 

The multifaceted conception af iil heaIth has @rther fkcilitated patiwt,'~ 
tandemic use of therapeutic materials in one ailment %isode. Studies have rwealgd 
that patients on admission to western system even smuggli.fraditional medicines fo 
ward off evil forces muor complement the heatment, af western medicine. T&e 
rationale behind this attitude is rooted in our cultural and perception about 
causes of dmmt. It should be noted h that in spite of $e high level of patronage 
which the practitioners enjoyed among their clientele, go t not only prevent* 
their unhhi'bitcd practice, but blackmailed and castigated= an unconventional, 
unscientific, barbaric medicine, to mention a few. It was !&;recently that the federal 
govemmmt gave tacit T ~ c Q ~ J I ~ ~  to traditional mediciqer,as a useful approach to 
health- promtion at the primary care PHc) level ,'&MoH, 1998). This, was 
however not backed by h c i d  suppoJ.t, except in situations where some selectd 
TBAs were fmbed and given some kits 'to enhance the,delivery of their serviGs 
(Owumi, 2005) i.4. 

Owumi (2005) emphasized hat several studies bave shown that the 
effectiveness of some indigenous healing practices in the management of n variety of 
&nt, are indisputable. These range from the actiyI* of Traditional Birth 
Atkndants (TBAs), mditiml psychiatrists and others to a @ety of herbs used in 
treama of the ailments. Furthermore, the sigiMcancc sf traditional Wthfcaie 
system does not ody Lie in the efficacy of treafment a~~ but also on the 
efficacy of the herbs used which sometimes form some corppcments of western drugs. 
S o f o m  (1982) scientifically demonstrated the fact that h e  M s  and plants used by 
mditid medicine pm&wers have medicinal value. It i S ; h  needful to note that 
the pop* Am psychiatric hospital hrms its foundation in fihe belief of the efficacy .of 
Mtid medicine in ?he management of mental h p t . , , T h e  fact that there is a 
soci~psychological component and explanation of h e a l h  management giva 
room for us to realias .that the values of our people which forms their beliefs. and 
psychological inrerprecation of illnas and health cannot be underscored, 

The strong appeal of traditional medicine to the literate and non-literate in 
Nigeria, d Tropicd eta, despite efforts by the authorities to develop and promote 
a compreb,ensive westem health-ca~e delivery system his &km atsr'bued to a number 
of reasom. It has been obsmed that traditiqnal therapists are Ilmore accessible than the 
formally M westem practitioners (Harrison 1974). Fzrrtherrraore, the patient's 
c o n f i b  is parer on fhe therapeutic skih of the traditional practitioner than in 
those of the westem practitioners. Tbis belief stems &om the fact that the mditional 
hlrn shares holistic or widely shared view about diseases which has implication for 
his u d a s t d h g  and relating to patients in the course of pmdmg care. 

It has been emphasized by Owtnni (2005) that the most important reason 
accounting for the strong appeal and disposition of the patiq'ts and their next of kin to 
t h e  hmIers could be found in the nature and scope of the therapies which the healer 
adminis-. The healer treats diseases through the use of herbs and other concoctions. 
He also initiates social diagnosis as well as integrates symbolic rituals. These axiom 
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(social diagnosis sad symbohc nrualsjwhich are familiar to ~ f r i c i i a t i e m  and;beir 
next of kins and which appear to be awesome, heighten suggesti>ilqy and induce a 
vwy strong therapeutic influence. The implications of the e y  in whi* illness is acted 
upon in nopicat AfEcq have abo been W d  in several repgrts (Erinosho d 
Ayorinde, 1985). I '  

I ,  I 

Despite tbe fact that traditional healers abound in large wanEiers and claim to 
have e x p d s e  in the management and treatment of diseases and;mrders, a great 
number of them have not been tested scientifically for their' thmapeyti~ skills. Most of 
the traditional healers who most times learnt the skills from their b s  are m-literate 
and g d g  old. What we are hiling tu consider is the fact tb&t'h they are not 
recognized and trained, they are likely to die with such skills whi& could tapped and ' 
passed to the younger gemrati& for utilization in order to ensue &n@nance of good 
health and continuity to the efforts to achieve health for aU T'Qg interest of the 
Nigerian govemmmt (except Lagos and Delta) accbrding to Erinq$40 and Ayminde 
(1985) Owami (2005) has been confined only on the promotion of re$-h on medical 
herbs which is even minimal. I .  

In their study, h s h o  and Ayorinde (1985) stated that vih fiom existing 
literatures can be categorized into diaraetrically opposed schools gf thought which 
included those who Rlamine the asset in traditional healing m relaflqnk the numerical 
strength of the healers. In this regards, it is held that hditional healers could be used 
and that their services could complement those which are -re- through'the 
western health- care delivery system. Justification for this is based on the 
preponderance (tbat is, numerical strength of the healers visa-vis westem health 
care age- and the fact that they (that is, the healers) constitute a *$ble alternative. 
This view is further sbengthemd by the fact that tditional healers  tropical &a . 
serve as the cornerstone of healthxare largely because s e v d  utilize their 
services and rely on indigenous mdiciDe (Good et aL, 1979; W-$ ,+, 1982). 

Furthemre, there are those who perceive the full of traditional 
medicine within the context of certain therapeutic techniques. k e  ,% .qt least a skmg 
belief in the efficacy of traditional therapies for certain conditions.,&,some quarters 
(Sawden et al., 1953; Prince, 1960); there a ~ e  claims c m ~  he efficacy of ' 

indigenous therapies which are portrayed through dogged referenaxto a number of 
phrumacologicdly active substances which are put to use by the Im$~oml healer. In 
addition, the healer's dexterity in psycbothexapy was ionsidered a &tor that enhances 
the e b y .  Whereas abey are those who prceive Mtional  mdicii2e as unempirical 
and a risk to human life and wellbe'q and should not be allowed 6 =+exist with 
western medicine. 

Unfortmately, there is inequality in terms of the recogni* and hancial 
support given to the traditionat W t h c a r e  system when compa~d to that given to 
western health care system. Tbis is probably because of the increased g lohbt i~n ,  
m o d d t i o n  and civilization that is said to he d a t e d  by'ihe Nigerian society 
today. What we have failed to realize is the fact that tht gap be- lb rich a d  the 
poor is so wide and the rate of pov* in the country is so ,akmbg that most 
individuals in tbe Nipmian society hardly achowldge the need to be .cautious of their 
health status, unless they experience break downs or perceive a fhratlto their health 
Tbis they do due to the cost of mahahing good hdth using w e s h  Mtb-care 
he- the *d use of herbs such as "Agbo" and '5edijedf' (concac~n for pile) 

I 



- 
Whitehead (1999) stated that the issue of sq,cial inequalities in heal@care 

system and healthcare is now more widely qcognized ps a major challenge to pyblic 
b2alth. Funhu more, then are coneems that the situagon may deteriorate with the 
unfavorable economic climate and with the retrencbent.that has characterized policy 
responses both inside and outside the health sector ova  the past decade. Some debate 
has m w  opened up about the need to develop more equitable alternatives and.bdxv to 
go h u t  it. Several debates have overtip been on as regards the need to adequately 
recognize alternatives for health care system such as Mtional medicine. 

Primary HeaIthcare System 
Primary healthcare is the key to anaining the goal of health for all people o/ this 
c o m Q  (Lambo 2005). It is essential health care based on practical, scienacally 
somd and socially acceptable methods end technology x&de universally accessible to 
individuals and W e s  in the c d t y  &ugh theirIyl ievolveqnt and at a cost 
that the community and the state can afford to at every stage of their 
deve1opmnt hi the spirit of self-reliance. It shall form ap integral part of the national 
health system whose central functios and main fo& in the overall social and 
economic development of the community. This is i scaw,  of h e  increase in poverty 
which has compounded the current situation of Nigeria t&y. Poverty is keeping more 
and more people in poor health, just as the poor health-of an increasing number of 
Nigerians is retaining them in poverty. We are therefo* at a point where we need to 
improve the health of Nigerians not only to break thq vicious circle of ill-health, 
poverty and a low lcvcl of dcvelopmnt, but mnm it to,a virtuous circle of improved 
health status, increased well-being, and sustainable development, 

In line with these, Owumi (2005) stressed that issues ranging from sustainable 
health care, finance, access to heafth-care sedces,  patientlheahh professional ratio to 
drug availability feahwd mainly as part of the bane to effective and adequate health- 
care deriver as also i d e f i e d  by (Jegede, 2002). One way to resolve these problems 
according to Owumi (2005) was to "resod' to local, and avaiIab1e in-expensive 
resources to impxoye or enhance acce.5~ to health-care which was found in traditional 
medicine. As a result, traditional medicine was officqy acclaimed as popular and 
highly accemile, affordable to the people with their matetial inputs found witbin the 
environment. It was with this value that traditional medicine becarm: the cynosure of 
the World Health -tion with their special reference to develgpiag countries 
S i  Nigeria, providing affordable health care to their people. M a  reference to the 
Alma Ata confenme, the Nigerian health care policy'md strategy to achieve the 
health for dl Nigerians goal in 1988 noted that ' a I*"- 

Traditional medicine is widely use, that there is no unform system of 
traditional rndici~te in the counby bur thui there are wide variations - 

with each variant being simngh bound to the Iocal cultwe and belitfs. 
me local health authorities shall, where applicpBle see cullabonrtion 
of the traditional practitioners in promoting their health programs @ 
68). 

The policy further stated that 
naditional h wlth practitioners shall be retrained in order to increase 
their skills and fleetiveness and to promoke thkir integration with the 
primary health acre system. In addition to this, they shall be instructed 
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'on how to make #itive use of the refma1 system of the orthodm 
medical cctre @ 68). I llii 

~here' is  need to further note that the above. policy on thi yeed to k p v e  or 
develop mditioal health-can system was not accidental in na.ture'l@ was considered 
necessary because of the gap created by the western hcalthsare s$& Unfortuate1y, 
the policy seemed more like a paper work as traditional medicine 4~ varittnt medicine 
as it was referred to by the National Health P o l i c y . & c m q ~  remains krgcly 
unchanged, improved and lacked adequate support. This is as a r@t of the fact that 
the desire to develop it was not home-grown, and those vho &,,act designed the 
policy (elite) were not sincere or kcked the desired ~ornrrdtment;@~ harmonize these 
variant medicines (traditional medicine). This was conhned by the'sayings of Ladm 
.(I989), quoted b~ owumi (2005); ' ' r ' l  - The wrwilZingnrrs of medial doctors to aceommodole pher forms of 

medical practices ir responsible for the narion 'spoor h 4 #  s t a m .  He 
observed that western Pained doctors have been braitz,&shed to be 
unreceptive to change and to consider their practice qisuPerior to 
al tmtive  and traditional medicine (P 28). 

~e discrimination against traditional medicine by wes& Q& profess id  a! n 

: O d  in their unwiIlragaess to a c c o h *  this alternative *health care system 
hditional medicine) is obvious not only practice, but also in c o m n t s .  For instance, 

' 

&eje (2005) state: 
IS is di&ttlt to integrate a senice about which w y  little Q known. 

And much more dfleult when the practice of one is npt q$& befuddled 
with secrecy, brtr ofin nssociated with very obvious risk t~ lve und 
welIbeirrg, i%e truth is that we-cannot condemn W ~ l 0 1 e ~ i 1 6  kaditimul 
healing practice. We can  neither nor recomnd t&$'p 224). 

Basically, lack of education and training of lriuiiti~d &ers has affectkd 
their tendency to be s d v e  m their practice. Erinosbo and A y o w  (1985) revealed 
that although several amongst the Wad healers who were h b i e w e d  in their 
study were prepmed to give full information on their medicixleses and practices in return 
for official recognition, it s e m d  that those with some formal education amwgst 
them are more disposed towards this tEran their cpunterparts who lacked formal 
education. Even westem medical doctors, aceording to Erinosho apd Ayorinde ( 1985), 
were divided on the recognitim of traditional healers as some agreed, while some 
others did not probably because of the possible competition which might ensue 

' 

between them and the traditional. healers if they are accorded recognition. Howevk, a 
reasonable number of western medical doctors, especially the females, agreed 
probable due to Ebe fact that they must have benefited one way or the other from the 
activities of the traditio~ml healen. More so when intedewed on integration of 
traditional healing techniques into western medic*, majority of the westem medical 
doctors agreed. However, in actuaI practice today, such is not obvious at dl. It was 
further revealed by Erinosho and Ayorinde (1985) that the relathship between 
traditional healers a d  both the Nigerian authorities and the formally mined western 
medical doctors have been d e d  by deep-seated suspicion in the @t decades a d  up 
till now. This is connected mainly to the wariness on the part of the mthorities, on one 



hmd, to consider the issues of recognition and the gen-1 hostility of the fomlly  
trained western m e d i d  doctors on dat other hand It cguld on the other hand 'be 
attributed to the fact that mditional medicine is considered,putdated and prlmiti-Cre as 
only the dues and norms of the western world seem to bejcipidered "rational" 

Health Care Reforms and Trnnsformation of ~mditio&l.~edieine 
No doubt, a little transformation has been observed in of the recognition pf 
fraditiod healthcare system. Traditional healers to some w p t  have been recognizkd 
and e d  in some states Zike Delta and Lngos states. Th&bve fo-d associations 
and guild under which they can seuk protection and adequate bognition. hrrmatio&l 
organizations have also achowledged their importance and,qco&d them. The case 
of the WHO'S declaration of thc Alma Ata conference comes-to mind. 

In November (19951, WHO convened an &w-regional meeting An 
preyention of m a t e d  and the working Group recon&ndations endor$ed aizd 
encouraged efforts to train eaditional birth attendants (-&) to provide effekti' e 
prenatal can within the f i t  "refewi unitn point at wqcb many maternal -4 
occur. Attempts have been ma& to train traditional healers espe~ially traditional birth 
attendant and incorporate them into primary health-care s y q w  Dangoji (1992) stat?$ 
that efforts were put in place by health workers in Nigeria Wer the umbrella of Inter- 
Africa Committee (IAC) on traditional practices affecting $ie health of women and 
cMdren to work with traditional birth a m d a m  ('IBAsj* 9 identify safer metbods 
they could use gazong their clients. It set up pilot projects bevery Local Governnent 
Area (LGA) in Nieria where they l n i ~ d  midwives who #'tun would train TBAs. 
The trainers depended on practical demonstrations, pwtm films and culturally 
relevant information about taboos to teach the illiterate ws about safe labour & 
delivery methods. Each TBA received a delivery kit to .ixpplement her tradition@ 
delivery techniques m e  she finished the training coma ' h e  IAC midwives were 
said to have been in contact with the T13h which bas repdted in their high intempt 
and that of their c o d t i e s  and dso gave them the supvrt and problem-solving 
skills nq&d to maintain replacement pats. These same q*rcises were also canigd 
out in places like Oyo state where. a total 673 TBAs w w  retrained. It was also 
however recorded that about nine LGAs had no records of TBAs. The 
exexcise was conducted iu other states, but the level of g o v m n t ' s  commitqent has 
a great deal of impact ahd affects the general performance. 

Owumi (1994) conducted a study on the position of the T8As within' the 
primary healthxare context in Nigeria with reference to m, state. He concluded in 
the study that the remining of T B h  in Qyo state was as a result of the TBA's 
persktent u-tion consequent upon their utility withip the community in addition to 
WHO declaration and not as a result of the government's sincere desire for 
development. Thus, there was poor or lack of commitment ta the programme. Lack of 
c d - t  on the part of the government to improve traditional health-care system is 
h e  to the fact that the importance of traditional medicine in Nigeria today is yet to be 
w t e l y  recognized by them, and this is what conmIbutes a great ded to'the 
inequality experienced in the health care of the people. 

The implication of the increased lack of recognition and support for 
wditional bealth-care system has certainly increased hequaiities in healthcare and 
difficulty In acbimhg the Millennium Development Goal ofHeaIth for all by the yep 
2015 and this goat had been on and was unachieved even before the year 2000. We 
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may, therefore, continue to dream b d  set such goals without rekzing it if a d c ~ t c  
recognition and support is not given to Wtional m&cinq,l ~ h i c h  attracts the 
patronage of-not less than 70% of the Niierh population and,h  been c o a s i d d  
popular and affordable, especially by the undersmid population, ,?I?& will continue 
to iacrease because of the numerical strength of mditional hea&-care system which 
attracts the patronage of not less than 70% of tk Nigerian pop@tim This at least 
constitutes a justifiable gxow1,d on the need for its deveIopmt,#,we are to e x t d  
adequate health care to the underserved in society. 

Several countries in the world have made successful,.'rcmarks in their 
provision of equitable axrd accessible healthcare to their citizens, dotable among b e  
are Britain, Germrtny and America. Britain has been krmed a liberstl w e b  state in 
tern of hdthcare. Its National Healtb Savice (ME), with its tax -in& state 

e2provision and claims to bmefits based on s o e d  citiZmship bas positive impact 
in the health of its citizens. Britain imposcd a m k e t  into its s ~ ~ ~ t e r e d  Mth-  
care system so that the distniution of health-care was based on the d c t n d  and 
patronage of ambers of its society to a r e f d  system. In Germany, benefits me 
provided on the basis of membership in an occupational or regioqal siclams fuad and 
corporatist actors admhister.the system on the state's behalf. (krrmny opted for a 
more mixed menu of cost containment policies, including a ~~&AIS use of market 
forces for greakr state intervention, but also adjusting the tried ah& true kamework of 
associatiod seK-governance. The United State has a liberal hcaltbre system in 
which m a j o e  of the population receives insumme through the workplace on the 
basis of n voluntary decision by employers. Britain and Germany.have recoded great 
success not only in safeguarding solidarityj but also in the equitable access to health 
care (Guiamo & Phillips, 1999). 

Traditional healtb-care system is popular, preferred and bighly pabonked in 
spite of its being kfuddled with secrecy and characterized by obvious risb to life aq 
alieged by Gmje (2005). A criticaI look again will make us realize that ifsmnethhg 
is not done by getting the practitioners trained like their western c o u n t e ~  by thk 
governments; more ham is likely to occur. This is because many Nigerians and indeed 
Africans run to them not only as their last resortq but also as m$znred healers. A lot 
have been emphasized an the need to impmve the health of the masses and m e  
equality in health care fox indigenes and members of the soHety, but very little has 
been done to ensure equal or adequate recognition to traditional healers who conhiute 
a great deal to M t h  maintenance of N i g e d .  If healthcare must be equstlly 
accessible and affordable Nigigerist society as stated id the Health Reforms and 
Policy, then justice must be done to the traditional healers because it has been 
consided a right on the part of the individuals to k the implementation of 
decisions p-g to achieving good health Most Nigerians have been obsaved to 
prefer and patronize, bditi-I heaters as a d t ;  the traditional should be. encouraged 
and improved upon in order to meet the goal of the healfhcare policy/rdonn of 
Nigeria. This to a large extent can cofitrihte highly lo our achievement of the 
m i H e ~ g o a t  of health for a l l  by the year 2015 ifhealthmust really get to all. 

Recommendations 
Recognizing the bigh numerical strength, accessibility, affordabWy and patronage of 
traditional medicine, there b need to & d f y  the numbers of traditional heath-care 



practitioners in Niguia. There m some ansociations ad: i d i t i d  medicine guilds 
already where we can start fiom. Other states could W ~ t e  Delta and Lagos &te 
govments who have taken a step 10 r e i q p b  thtrty ;We could also trace *e 
unrecagnized traditional medical practitioners in the coyme of action Traditioml 
practitioners should k educated, t m k d  b d  m-ed cq$nmusly and adequately 
with full commitment on the par! of the government rah& Traditional hea1th-c~ 
system should be adequately Gnanced and supported both nationally 
intmatiomlly in order to enable them ~arry out their actidties more effectimly a& 
e E d y .  There is also need to back up these traditional pkactitioners legally so that 
it wiU be easy to monitor, assess a d  evaluate their activities. 

It is expected that we build on past suggestions and views which. can 
contn'bute to imgmving Nigerian healthcare system a+ not abandon them Thus 
hal thare refoms should be revised to build on past strategies that support the 
development of mditioxlal mediche. The reform should be qvised to spell out c I q y  
the role of the governmerit in the traditional h d - w e  system as well as the 
expectations or functions of this health- care system Ma&hmy could be set in place 
to ensure it is improved and evaluated o v a  tLne to mxt$e need of the people. ' ~ f  
truly Nigerians have the right to participate individually, and collectively in 
plarming and implementation of health care as implied in t4e health care reform, then 
gwermneat should be generally involved in e v a l u a t i n g ~ ~ ~ s  patronage of the 
health-cam system and makbg it affordable and accessib@~o alI mmbcrs like it is 
done in Britain Otherwise, Africa, and Nigeria in parkqh,  will continuously be 
saddled with fhe problem of managing the healthcare probkem of their population, 
especially because of t h ~  h c t  &at ttaditiom1 heal- system which is better 
patronid by the Nigerian population. !', :*. b 
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